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During these turbulent times our hope is in Mary who had the Mandate to place in
safety the destiny of the human race with its Creator.

The Virgin Mary in the Kingdom of the Divine Will, Day 8, Page 34, (whole chapter)
Mary had the mandate to place in safety the human race.
Volume 17, May 1, 1925, Page 106, (whole page)
Mary had the unique mission of co-redemptrix.
Volume 15, May 23, 1923, Page 58, (whole chapter)
Mary – Queen of Faith, Hope and Love.
Volume 15, December 8, 1922, Pages 9 and 10,
Mary made supplication for the human race.
Volume 19, March 9, 1926, Page 7, (whole page)
The flame of Mary’s Will.
Volume 14, August 15, 1922, Page 107, (whole chapter)
Acts of Mary.
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Rounds
Mary –The Flame of Love

-In the mandate the Creator gave to Mary to place the destiny of the human race in safety.
-In the nothingness of the little flame that is fed by God.
-In the many tears and sighs of Mary for us, Her children, that smothered the fire of Divine
Justice.
-In the total love that Mary accepted the mandate by saying to the Trinity, “Most High
Majesty, here I am in your arms: dispose of Me as You wish. I will offer My life for what
You wish; and even if I would have as many lives for as many creatures there are, I would
put them at your disposition to bring everyone safely into your paternal arms.”

Mary is our Hope in these turbulent times

**These lessons are coming to you from the Desk of Linda Wawryk, British Columbia, Canada,
who can be reached at: dwcenacle@live.com.

